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To analayse time scale separation for model reduction to lower dimensional effective models we compare

singular perturbation and center manifold analysis, giving special attention to the scaling of small parameters

appearing in the dynamic equations.

Examples shown are models for vector borne diseases, SISUV and SIRUV models, as examples of low

dimensional analytically treatable models. The first, the SISUV model, is naturally a singular perturbation

problem, not the other one, the SIRUV model, which initially appears in the form of a regular perturbation

problem, but leading to singular behaviour due to the non-linearity of the dynamics, making it an initially

harder problem than models with naturally appearing classical singular pertubation form.

The main result is that in lowest order in the naturally small parameters, the SIRUV model gives in lowest

order a V (S, I) = ϑ

ν
· M
N

· I as required for effective SIR models for human disease dynamics only, whereas

the SISUV model gives in lowest order a Holling type II functional form V (S, I) =
ϑ

ν
I

N+
ϑ

ν
I
·M where the

saturation still matters due to eventually large numbers of infected I because of the long recovery period in

the SISUV model (as opposed to the SIRUV model). In this respect the SISUV model is a sketching model

for e.g. malaria with long re-appearing disease, wheras the SIRUV model with its short recovery time is a

sketching model for e.g. dengue fever and other fast recovering vector-borne diseases.

The scaling analysis of the spectral gap of eigenvalues around the endemic fixed point, as required in

center manifold analysis, can be extended to numerical analysis of spectral gaps also in Lyapunov spectra

as signs of time scale separation and possible model reduction, applied to multi-strain epidemiological

models as examples of not only higher dimensional models but also with complex dynamical behaviour, i.e.

bifurcations into chaos with positive Lyapunov exponents.
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